HEALING JOURNEYS WITH VIRGINIE CLARET

The Healing Touch Experience
50/80 minutes
The physical body is a complex energy network and health is optimal when the CHI-life energy is free flowing
throughout the body. Acting on the physiological systems and organs of the body, this session dissolves the knots,
restores the flow and brings your body back into a state of harmony.
Beneficial in case of injuries, illness, stress, emotional issues and any physiological malfunctions or nervous system
disorders.
The Oracle Experience
80 minutes
This session is a multidimensional energy cleansing and a multidimensional exploration of the self. Virginie accesses
and travels through the multiple dimensions to bring back the information the person needs at this point in time. A
transmission of energy follows to clear and rebalance the person on all levels.
The oracle experience can break deeply ingrained patterns and functioning, bring clarity and understanding on one’s
challenges and life journey and restore one's being into wholeness, full power and freedom.
About Virginie
Virginie is an oracle, she brings you the information you need at this point in life. She is a natural healer, healing
energy passes through her hands. She is a medicine woman blessed with the sacred knowledge of journeying.
Highly skilled at assessing the CHI-life energy Virginie is a Reiki master of exceptional intuition and a licensed
massage therapist with a strong background in medical studies. She is a graduate of the Harner Shamanic
Foundation in the USA, the Arizona School of Integrative Studies and of the Institut für angewandte Intuition in
Zürich. She has also benefited from the teachings of Mantak Chia and Chögyam Trungpa Rinpoche as well as several
other prominent masters to whom she feels tremendously indebted and forever grateful.
She has over 12 years’ experience in the field of healing arts and has been working internationally with top spas and
wellness centres around the world, among which the Aman resorts, Six Senses spas and SHA Wellness Spa in Spain.
She is based in Switzerland, Geneva.
For more information, please contact H&W Reception to book a free chat with Virginie

HEALING JOURNEYS 4 SESSIONS PROGRAM
WITH VIRGINIE CLARET

What clients say…
I met Virginie at the Ananda Spa in the Himalayas. I have never had any healing experience before - the session with
Virginie was quite incredible! I could feel the flow of energy through my body while she worked. She could see into
my soul - I felt recognised and acknowledged by her words and wisdom which have given me increased confidence in
my path and my strengths. I felt joyous, energised and extremely peaceful after the session, something other people
could immediately see. I wish I could share her gift with so many other people I know!
Louise, Johannesburg, South Africa
Virginie is a unique healer with a rare insight to the body's historical trauma. She sees pathways to healing through
the deepest layers. You will be changed by her work, visibly, tangibly changed.
Nadiya Nottingham, New York City
"Healing Journeys is a holistic series that respects your space while prioritising your goals to create life change. This
individually-designed body and energy programme facilitates:
•
Pain relief - ease physical pain, and identify the root and cause of your pain
•
Mental & Emotional Balance - find a calmer and stronger you, freeing yourself from anxiety, insomnia, low,
blocked or variable energy, sabotage, and mental and emotional strife
•
Spiritual/Soul Integration - reconnect and integrate fragments of your spirit lost in life crises, such as
divorce, grief, surgery, drug/alcohol abuse, major accidents, job loss or retirement
“Healing Journeys” Process
If you are seeking to release pain in your body, regain your energy and achieve wholeness, then this holistic series is
for you. It will bring better understanding of your own inner working and patterns, and help you move forward
empowered and clear. Virginie will help you unravel confusion and blockages and give you meaningful tools to take
you forward. Life is a journey, access you own innate wisdom and awaken the healer inside!
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For more information, please contact Health & Wellness Reception to book a free chat with Virginie.
Healing Journeys 4 sessions Program, 280 minutes (each 70 minutes)

